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CONTACT US

YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS



ABOUT US

DCL Integrated Logistics Sdn Bhd was founded in 2016 is a logistics provider
offering total integrated services and keen to provide customized logistics
solutions to clients from all respective vertical markets in local, regional, and
global.

We handle large-scale international logistics needs by rendering our utmost
services commitment to fulfill the demands in the market and to ensure our
engaged client’s Goods and Freight is transported via the most time and
cost-effective means.

In DCL Integrated Logistics Sdn Bhd, we organize shipments for multiple
range of industries includes manufacturer, whole seller, trading house,
retailer and even personal effects cargo handling. We move all kinds of
products ranked from raw material right up to heavy duty industrial cargo
from the lower end to the upper end.

We do whatever possible to be part of your supply chain management and
facilitate your movement of goods. Having the advantage of close contact
with asset-based carrier (shipping line & airline), your cargo can be booked
with variety of carrier types along the route.

As a National and International Freight Forwarder, we provide variety of
services as :
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Air Freight Forwarding (Domestic and International)

Ocean Freight Forwarding (FCL and LCL)

Road Freight Forwarding (Local and Cross border)

Warehousing, Storage and Distribution capability

Logistics/Shipping Consultancy

Marine Cargo Insurance 

ISO Tank Lease and manage capability

Flexi Bags



ABOUT US

We provide ONE STOP SOLUTION for logistics, where we also has specialize
on LCL to East Malaysia as we are the Master CoLoader for LCL from any part
of Peninsula to East Malaysia whether is Door to door (DTD),Door to Port
(DTP), Port to Port (PTP), Port to Door (PTD).

Below is what we believe will be an essence toward your planning, delivery
and finance;
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1. Multiple shipping line used = multiple
frequency available for you to choose =
reduce inventory = increase sales & margins

2. Seaworthy cargos is our primary cargo from our
existing clientele = good container configuration =
good integrity of your goods till your c/ door

3. Consistent weekly departure to all EM 8
ports + Muara = easy to plan

4. Weekly Sailing Schedule available

5. We have 8~9 TEUs/wk to BKI & 6~7
TEUs/wk to KCH and remaining ports at 2~3
TEUs weekly = guaranteed departure

6. Adhering to SOLAS requirement
We look forward bringing a change toward JB
market in our initiative in EM segment. And we
believe we will raise the bar in KPI performance.
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FLEXIBLE TAILORED SOLUTIONS

In DCL, we let our customers choose which is the best
way for them to transport their goods. Depending on
the customer’s requirements, DCL is flexible to any
terms as long as it is possible. We offer a full logistics
service as well where you as a customer will not have
to worry about the arrangements done at the back
end of transportation.

WE CARE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

DCL knows how important the customers are. For us,
we know that the main source of our business is our
customers, which is why we need to take good care of
them. We treat every customer as our partners in
business, hence, we always make sure that they are
happy with the services we provide. Our agents will
make sure that we will provide you with exemplary
customer service aside from the transporting service
that we will provide you.

PROBLEM SOLVING TEAM TO HELP YOU

We understand how unpredictable the shipping
business is, which is why our team is trained to have
good problem-solving skills. Our team knows the ins
and outs of the shipping business and they apply their
experiences to ensure that our customers will
experience smooth transactions every time.
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OCEAN FREIGHT

Haulage and Side-loaders capability
Transshipment and Bonded arrangements
Third country shipments

Executing cost-effective solutions and reliability for FCL (Full Container Load)
or LCL (Less-than-Container Load) to meet your ocean supply chain needs
either in east Malaysia or globally with long-term partnership with core
carriers in all major trade lanes.

CUSTOMS BROKERAGE

Export and Import declaration
Other Government Agency (OGA) services
Permits and Licensing Application

Managed and prepare required declaration documentation, calculate duties
and taxes for importers and exporters, process declarations through
customs and associated border agencies to ensure and enable smooth
customs clearance and secure transfer.
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HAULAGE & TRANSPORTATION

Long Haul Full Truck Load/Container (FTL)
Less-than-Truck Load (LTL)
Door to door and cross-border coverage

We have wide network of transportation will make the complete wrap up
from port to customer. Different types of truck are available to match the
needs of customer.

Ensure strong presence to deliver your goods across the nation and cross-
border access throughout the region with our expertise in cargo
management and transportation into seamless supply chain solutions.
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WAREHOUSING

24 hours guard and security-monitored CCTV
Secure pallet, crate and box storage
Re-packaging and re-work service
Loading/unloading of containers
Loading and unloading of freight both by forklift and by hand
A professional, experienced and highly trained team of staff
Racked or bulk stacked facilities
Pick and pack services
Fulfilment, labelling, repalletisation and reboxing

We offer quality warehouse services , we are always in full control of
customer's cargo with DCL. Our warehousing facilities help to stage and
consolidate shipments for their destination. We work as coordinators with
the vendor to collect and consolidate any shipments needed by customer.
When a shipment is on hand, be assured that it is secure and ready to go.
Our mission is to be one of the finest forwarding which complete with so
many amenities or services to fulfil the customer right and satisfaction. The
warehousing, packaging, transportation and distribution will make the
complete wrap up for the importers or the exporters and other vendors.
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ISO TANK LEASE

Vehicle Management
Driver Management
HSSE Management

Able to provide ISO tanks lease for short and long term, tailored accordingly
to meet client requirement of each projects. HSSE is paramount in liquid
logistics throughout the journey especially road transport. Thus, our
management pillar on HSSE is important and consistently reviewed on
mitigation strategy against untoward incidents as well as CI strategy and
implementation. 3 important pillars we look into and they are;

These pillars has a set MS which is constantly shared through toolbox meets
come with daily STL activity and scheduled audits on both equipment,
system and HR.

Culture in HSSE approach is our key focus which begins with management
itself driving it down to ground level. Consequence management is also key
toward ensuring discipline is instilled and procedures adhered to. Driver
rewards regardless own or contracted, are given out to high performers. We
DO NOT sacrifice safety for profitability!!
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FLEXI BAG
Flexi Bag & Collapsible IBCs
Liquid bulk clientele is constantly looking for cost effective management
and some will use these application to transport their products.
Flexi Bag installation services rendered is always at site. VAS covers release
valves and supervisors at site to monitor ensuring discharge is done
correctly.

Collapsible IBCs are not commonly practice but used by large MNCs where
we transport them to blending plants or manufacturers where linen is used
inside this contraption and filling begins. Once discharge, client can opt for
us on return logistics services. We bring these collapsible IBCs back to our
warehouse for maintenance and washing with quality grade detergent and
steam washing methods before storing it away for the next order.
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